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Kenyon College

American Physical Society Holds
Conference at Kenyon Papers
Read by Eminent Physicists
Last Saturday the Physics Dept of Kenyon College
played host to the Ohio Section of the American Physical
Society formerly known as the Central Ohio Physics Club
This organization was founded in 1926 for the sake of bringin together teachers and advanced students of Physics During the 14 years of its existence it has published over 400
papers exclusive of those presented on Saturdays prog- ram
Tne mat ap- a
inr session was Dr

E H Johnson
by Mr Y
of Kenyon introduced
who acted as
K Roots of Findlay
master of ceremonies and is president of the Society Dr Johnson
chose for his topic the vibration
of rods by means of compressed
air to a frequency as high as 1500
pulsations per second He stated
that as the amplitude builds up
becomes so great
the intensity
that the sensation has remained in
his ears for as long as three days
advantage of this
The principal
method is that it can be maintained almost indefinitely depending only on the compressed air
supply The tone set up by the
is intense and highly
vibrations
pitched and may be transferred
via telephone at the same frequency

Johnson was followed by
Muskingum Physics majors
The
Dale Baker who spoke on
Vacuum Tube Voltmeter with an
David Bailey
Eye
Electrical
The Capacity
whose subject was
and Everett
Relay
Operated
Thompson who demonstrated an
A C Operated Impedance Bridge
Mr Thompson who is a junior at
built the bridge to
Muskingum
meet the need of the college which
could not afford to purchase the
unit
commercial
The next speaker was Mr H
a technician of the
W Harnly
Laboratory at Ohio
Mendenhall
State U He discussed the pushpull D C amplifier which is a
little more expensive to construct
hut simpler and more efficient
than the rotary amplifier It is the
rotary unit which is found on the
inexpensive radios while only valuable sets have the push- pull amDr
three

plifier

Professor W R Brode cf the
Dept of Chemistry
spoke
next upon
of
The Applications
Spectroscopy to Chemical Analy
sis
He pointed out that the spec
troscopic chemical analyst is able
by the study of molecular
structure to detect one type of molecule
in the presence
of many others
The results of his investigation
have a great deal of commercial
value especially to the dye indus

Ohio

try

Continued on

Mr John R Tunis in
series of articles written

of the college
These meetings are usually held
in private homes and are open to
all Kenyon alumni and students
and their parents in addition to
the new prospects Motion pictures
are shown giving first rate views
of the school and the campus an
mlormal discussion is carried on
continually
and finally refreshments are served
Mr Eastman went first to Cincinnati to a gatnering in Calvary
Church that was arranged by Ed
Whitcher class of 1940 Mr David
Bowman
class of 41
was the
chairman and gave a talk on small
colleges before the pictures were
shown
a group close to forty
alumni students prospects
and
parents attended this meeting
Among the alumni present were
R Gale Evans 26 Robert M Miller 39 Burchell H Rowe 27
and Dr Henry Stanberry 98 while
John Silver
Jim Street Dixon
Hunt and Harlowe Mondey were
those present w- ho are still in
school
Mr Eastman next went to Cleveland where on Thursday night
March 25 he met a group at the
home of Mr and Mrs R A Weaver in Clifton Park Lakewood The
same program was followed and
this meeting was also a success
Speaking from first hand experience as I atended the party it
was a very interesting and enjoyther
and several
able
Kenyon students were there to aid
in the discussion
The following
night Friday Mr Eastman met
a group of some twenty East side
A
boys in the Cleveland Club
large alumni group attended this
meeting
as a number of them
Continued on Page Four
gettoge-

handsome Collegian Award
Cup will soon be displayed in the
lounge or the commons ine cup
is being offered as a prize in an
intramural competition to encourage all of the divisions on the
Hill to take an active part in
the
thp naiier and to improve
nnalitv of the DaDer
The cup will be awarded to the
division other than the division m
resides
rViVi thp pditorinch- ief
ohns mpn have contributed the
greatest number o f published
inhpc nf materia Wacn division
will be notified of its standing
mnnthlv The cud will be awarded
for the first time this June The
only contributions which will be
counted this vear will be those
made in this and succeeding issues
The cup will remain in the winning division until next June when
it will be awarded Tne cup win
become the permanent property of
any division which wins it ioi
three successive years
A

a recent
for Red-

magazine entitled
What
Why selected Kenyon as a typical
example of the
small liberal arts colleges in the
country Also mentioned in their
respective classifications were the
University of Minnesota as the
typical large state
universitf Yale
as the large
privately endowed institution and Toledo as the municipal university The purpose of
the articles
was to help parents
decide which type
school was best
tor their son or
daughter
Mr Tunis mpntinnpH
thp sim
ilarity of Kenyon to
the coleges of
Uxford which stresses small
in
formal grouping of
undergradu
ates He classed
President Chal
wis in the modern group of collop presidents
young energetic
t and extremely
to
anxious
ake this institution count in the
nd of intellect
Mr Tunis featured Kenyons flying school and
e
value of her small informal
passes as well as the beauty of
landscape and buildings
He
ported that onethird of Ken
Jons undergraduates
were from
P ep
schools and that one- third
this
frpthmon
mp in
J
Years
the
PPcr fourth of their classes
book

College and

kenyon Hears
From Dr Wade
Prpsidpnt rihal

radiogram from

Antarctic
read
aster Greetings to youIt and to
nom tne Doitori
of ti
W01ld
si8ned F Alton
Wade
Eaft

froCiding t0 material received
Wells Simmons Kenyon
lnn r Wade
is the senior field
srimu
of the U S Antarctic
SenH
and
at tne Present he is
in 4nt
1

tlca with the famed Snow
Wch Was seen b many
en as
ttUogh Ohio lastil made its our
fall

Kenvon
thrnmtu

ies for prospective

Collegian To
Present Cup

Kenyon As
Typical

Crnu

Mr Anthony Eastman is at
present carrying out the policy of
ivenyon uouege m arranging and
attending meetings in various cit-

Page Four

Tunis Cites

Last March 16
eis received a

Eastman Travels
To Columbus
Cincinnati

Book Shop Displays

Adlers

Great Books

The bokshop has now on display
Great
Hundred
most of the
Books of the ages as listed in
Adlers How to Read a Book
This list is quite similar to that
at St
is now used
one which
The
Johns College in Maryland books
Maryland school uses these
almpst exclusively feeling that a
and understanding
thoroughof them
afford the best
knowledge
education a present- day student
can obtain
This display seems to have
aroused a definite and rather vioboth facul
One member of
the faculty feels that one must
great ooos i
read the
original if he is to get the spirit
of them A student feels that evena
Professor Adler is presuming
little in thinking that he is able
It is
to list the Great Books
expected and hoped that the critical pros and cons on this subject
have just begun

Gambier

No 21
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Guest Speaker
FreshmenDebaters Volpone on Boards in Final
In April 21 Chapel To Columbus For Play of Spring Season
Tourney
The years most important event for the Kenyon theatre is its
The Reverend Caarles
Cadigan State
nual Elizabethan play This play the final of the spring season is the
an-

G

rector

of Christ Church BloomMichigan will be the
guest preacher in chapel on Sun
day April 21
Cadigan attended Ahmerst Col
lege where he was a member of
Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity
He was active in many campus
activities including athletics He
was captain of the football team
being one of the best players ever
to wear the purple After graduat
ing from Ahmerst in 26 he attended Virginia Semenary graduating with a B D degree
Upon graduation from the sem
inary he took a position as Chaplin of Ahmerst where he served
successfully until 1939 when he
transferred to Bloomfield Hills
field Hills

Andre Philip Is
Assembly Speaker
On Europe
Dr Andre Philip Professor of
Economics and Finance at the Uni
versity of Lyons in Lyons France
spoke this morning in the College
assembly on the topic
Europe
A Myth or a Reality
Professor Philip was educated
at the Sorbonne in Paris He re
ceived his doctorate in Economics
and in Law and was admitted to
the French Bar in 1926 the year
of his appointment to the University of Lyons He spent the year
1928 in India and later studied in
the United States at the University of Wisconsin as a Rockefeller
Fellow and at Columbia University Since 1936 Mr Philip has been
a Radical Socialist member of the
French
Chamber of Deputies
working particularly on the Finance Committee of the Chamber
and on the special Committee for
Social Reform In 1937- 38 he was
a member of the French Governnnt
s Colonial Inquiry Committee which made an exhaustive
in
study of economic conditions
Tunisia and Morocco
Recently Dr Philip has been in
close touch with the leaders of important Youth Movements in Europe He is a member of the Executive Committee of the French
Christian Student Movement Professor Philip has a remarkable
understanding
and
background
from which to interpret France
and the problems of the French
people Coming to the United
States at this time it is under
stood that Dr Philip does so in
his private capacity and not as an
official of the French Government
Mr Philip has written a number
of books on France England and
the United States Among them
Modern
are Modern England
and Labor Problems
India
the United States

Kenyon Singers
To Toledo
Two concerts are included in the
Kenyon Singers catalogue for this
week Besides the program in the
great hall of the Commons last
night they win sing m roieuo

Friday night
The program for these

appear-

ances includes early sacred music
some folk- songs choruses from
Pirates of
Gilbert and Sullivan
Penzance and the traditional col
lege songs One of the outstanding
numbers is the Ralph Vaughn
Williams unison setting of Whit
mans poem Darest thou now O
soul f which opens the first group
James Libbey and Carl Ball soloists are heard in A policemans
lot is not a happy one and the
Italian song Dxmm o Bella respectively
St Marks Parish hiuse is the
scene of the Toledo concert Friday night and the singers are
the guests of members if the GirlsFriendly Society of the city

Fraternities Elect
New Officers

Kenyon Colleges freshman debate team will compete next Saturday April 13 in the Ohio College
First Year Debate Tournament to
be held at Capitol University Columbus Other colleges competing
are Wittenburg Ohio Wesleyan
Capitol Denison U Wooster Kent
and Akron
Allen McDonald and Kenyon
Knopf debate on the affirmative for
Kenyon while Edward ORourke
and George Foster debate on the
negative
The contested question
is
Resolved
That the federal
government should own and operate the railroads
in the United
States Eric Hawke is the coach
of the team Roland Donald McCleary and George McMullen
members of the varsity debate
team are judges and accompany
the first year debaters of their
trips
The freshmen have competed in
two debates so far for this year
each time with Wittenberg College one debate being held at Wittenberg and the other at Kenyon
on successive days April 3 and 4
They will hold a verbal battle with
Ohio Wesleyan in the near future
Last Monday there was a debate
between Kenyons freshman and
None of these
varsity debaters
meets are judged as to the winner
the tournament next Saturday being the only one in the year to be
judged In all these contests each
speaker is allowed ten minutes to
give a constructive speech and
later five minutes to deliver a rebuttel

Bobbsie Bulletin
Miss Chard wishes to request
the pounding on the tables
in the commons that only the
flat side of the knife be used
Serious damage has been done
to the commons tables necessitating expensive refinishing

Kenyon Fliers
To Washington
D
Monday
C
Washington
April 8 via IPA
Last night
fourteen members of the Kenyon
College Flying Club straggled into the capital from various directions to attend the 6th annual National Intercollegiate Flying Club
conference
The conference began with a
smoker Sunday evening in the lush
Jefferson Room of Washingtons
famed Wardman- Park Hotel
where the members of the club
will stay while here This morning
begin the business sessions of the
meeting roll call and committee
appointments being the order for
the day
Kenyon delegates to the conference are Flying Club president
Murray Shubin and Hallock Hoffman In all fourteen members
from Kenyon have arrived a larger delegation than from any other
club
is
Kenyon College at present
the National Intercollegiate Flying Club Champion a title won at
Air
the National Intercollegiate
Meet held at Kenyon last June
Minnesota was runner- up in that
meet
In all about 27 clubs are expected to be represented at the
Washington confab delegates coming from as far as California to
attend The conference last two
days ending in a banquet Tuesday
evening at which time the Loening trophy is awarded and the
new president of the clubs is installed

Mr and Mrs Mueller
Visits Kenyon
Mr and Mrs Robert Mueller
were visitors on the Hill last week
end Mr Mueller was fomerly m
charge of the publicity department Mrs Meuller is the former
Nancy Goullaud and secretary to
President Chalmers Mr Mueller
is connected with Proctor and
Gambol and they reside in Cleveland

Animal Kingdom
Given in Vernon

Mount Vernon
Theatre
Guild will produce a well known
Delta Tau Delta in their recent and highly considered play Philip
Barrys Animal Kingdom at the
election of officers chose
Hallock
Hoffman Memorial theater
President
on Tuesday
vice president Bud Listug treas- April 16 Tickets may be secured
ure Thomas Huff recording sec- from
Eric Hawke or from Dr J
retary John Timmermeister corresponding secretary John Gold- W Black of the Speech depart
smith and guide James Logan
ment at Kenyon College
The

one for which all others are a preparation and marks the top- flight
of the seniors acting experience at Kenyon There have been in recent
years Twelfth Nitjht Shoemakers HoHday Coriolanus and now Volpone These but add to a long list which go back to the farthest Kenyon memory plays which in the last century were directed and staged
by Professor Reeves They continue and so long as there is a vacant
room or a plot of ground on Kenyons Hill they cail be expected to
make real the students class- room study of the great classics
The cast and production stall
are working hard on this years
final production
the liveliest of
Rethe Ben Jonson
comedies
hearsals are in progress from five
to seven hours a day and lest the
lengthening spring days prove too
On Saturday night March 30 short for the crew the stage was
the spring holidays
the anual Kenyon Alumni dance set during you
find
a usually
Should
was held at the Tudor Arms Hotel pleasant classmate that
is turning a
in Cleveland formerly known as bit mean think nothing of it He
the Cleveland Club An excellent is probably only in character for
dinner was served to the reason- his role in the loveless comedy
and is ready to join the line of
ably good music of the Ernie Taylor- actors who
have tried their hand
Clint
Noble combination The at Volpone each year since 1605
regular dancing began around Beware of these especially for
they are known to have parts
nine- thirty and lasted through unSmall Sawyer Loving Mctil two oclock The evenings pro- Mast
Nary Hoffman
GoldLohman
gram was heightened by a couple Brown Cavender Wende Storm
of Bill Turners excellent imita- Kohnstamm
Moore Fitzsimmons
DeGraff Clements
Bell
Kenyon smith
of
former
tions one
Mrs Thornton and Mrs
President Pierces Founders Day- Rogers
McGowan
Speech
and one of President
The play is slated for Nu Pi
a Kappa Hall Wednesday April 17
Roosevelt Hy Smith swung
few of the college songs and
hymns and told a few of his experiences as the assistant organist in the chapel way back in the
good old days Of course several
of the more familiar songs were
sung by the audience in the traditionol Kenyon fashion
The two
The symposium on Freud which
bars and the other facilities of the
was recently conducted on the Hill
hotel were very convenient
and by
Eliseo Viva S Lionel Trilling
everyone young and old fully enDr Martin on The Legacy of
and
joyed the party The dance was
Sigmund Freud has been publishin short a real success
ed in the spring issue of the Kenyon Review The symposium was
Akron Alumni To
conducted as the Larwill lecture
and the therapuetic esthetic and
April 19 Meeting
philosophical contribu tions of
Freud were evaluated Copies of
The Kenyon Alumni Association the Kenyon Review are
of Akron wil hold a dinner rvippt
ng on Friday April nineteenth at Vearly subscriptions are obtainwhich President Chalmers will able at 200 per annum
speak Mr Turner and Mr East
The ramatics Club banquet will
man will also be present from the be held this year acording to the
college The President of the Asso- announcement of President Cavanciation Mr William C Baird 29 der in the private dining rooms of
will preside over the meeting The the commons on the evening of
vice president is Mr Edward H April IS At the present time the
Stanfield 26 and the secretarv costs of the dinner have not been
reasurer is Mr Leonard E Price determined though it is thought
25
that it will cost 50 a person

Cleveland Club is
Host To Alumni

Papers on Freud

Published in
Kenyon Reviews

nowobtJnableJr-

jgiipJafv

Turfing Becomes Campus
Pastime In Spring Sun
By R V Winkle Collegian Turf Reporter
With the arrival of warm weather and other indisputable evidences of Spring on Gambier Hill the turfing season
is again upon us On Saturday afternoon several distinguished members of the Iota of Psi Upsilon innaugurated the present season on the practice field in back of Leonard Hall
Since President Roosevelt was unable to spread out the first
blanket Dick Shepherd a guest from next door performed
this ritual Simultaneously a band of brothers in DKE spread
their blanket by the left field foul line in Benson Bowl and
opened the season there
Turfing which is absolutely unrelated to the Kentucky Derby or
with horse racing in any way is
the pleasant practice of abandoning ones self to the rays of the
sun while relaxing completely Experts agree that the completeness
of the relaxation is the key to
proper Turfing
Turfing at Kenyon originated
many years ago and the history
of the sport is legendary Indeed
it is known that Oswald P Krantz
holds the all time record for Off
Hand Turfing
Before the turn
of the century the worthy Oswald
spent fifty- six hours in the sun in
succession How the sun was persuaded to stop for fifty- six hours
is a mystery
record
but the
stands
Turfing may be roughly divided
Off- Hand
into two categories
Turfing in which the Turfman has
nothing else to do or lots to do
and no inclination to do it and
Incidental Turfing in which the
turfing itself is simply an adjunct
to another more active amusement
In either type a blanket and a
moderate day are the only prerequisites
The Turfing season will continue
for some time with a climax coming during the May Dance weekend At that time the inter Divisional Turfing Award will be
made

Middle Leonard

South Leonard
Are Victors
On Friday night the finals in

in-

tramural basketball

were played
off Middle Leonard won the A
league championship with no defeats They defeated South Manna
who wore undefeated up until that
time hy the close score of 27- 2t
The game was a close one but the
Middle Leonard boys were ahead
all of the way
South Leonard went through the
j league schedule undefeated winning all of their games easily
They played North Manna in the
final game North Hanna had been
the winners of a three game playoff in the while loop South Leonard won the game 17- 11

Washington Alumni To
Meet April 12
The Kenyon Alumni Association
D C will meet on
Fiday April 12 for dinner and to
hear a speech by President Chalmers Mr John C Williams 85
President of the Association will
preside at the dinner to be held
at the Cosmos Club in Washington

of Washington

KEN YON

around the town
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Orientation
As we men of the new Collegian staff publish our first
paper we are looking forward in new directions But before
we look too far into the future we must look into the past
and thank those men who have helped to make the Collegian
what it is today Many of us have watched the Collegian
grow from an insignificant tabloid into a serious college
newspaper Among the men responsible for this development
is Ted Cobbey the retiring editor who has done a commendable job for the past year He was not however alone and
we want to mention some of the other men in the senior
class who have made his work possible We are thinking of
Charles McKinley Dick Lemmon Hugh MacLeish Don
Miller and Bob Brown who have done very good work for
the fast few years
We are now looking in new directions but we dont expect to make any radical changes of policy We do hope to
combine a new national and international student activity
outlook to the older local coverage of the paper We feel
that the time has come for Kenyon to take some interest in
national and international student activities We feel that
Kenyon men should be better acquainted with the construcYouth Con
tl v eoTto- of tsurTelto
gress should mean more to us than some silly organization
Committee of International Student Service holds its conference of Mid- West students at International House in Chi
cago on April 19 and 20 to determine the bases of a durable
peace we feel that Kenyon men should know what our sister

think that Kenyon men ought to consider these things vital
enough to take some part in them
We are adopting a new policy this year and hope to continue the revitalization of the Collegian as a campus newspaper The new staff of the Collegian has several men from
each division on the Hill We are also offering a Collegian
Award Cup to the division which takes the most active interest in the Collegian To encourage competition we are
redisqualifying the division in which the editorinch- ief
office
daily
Collegian
in
the
be
someone
will
There
sides
from 2 to 4 p m We do hope that you will feel free to drop
in and offer any constructive criticism or to make any suggestions

Slices of Life
J Norman Consolensetta
J Norman Gonsolensetter
Among the signs of Spring that
we have witnessed recently none
we believe is more indicative of
returning good weather that the action of Messrs John Puffer and
T J Wende of East Wing
Kenyons foremost horticulturalhave
ists these two gentlemen
several window- boxes planted with
radishes and
lettuce
tomatoes
other salad ingredients Set out on
the fire- escape and covered with
glass the miniature green houses
looked to us like mere packing
cases full of dirt but Mr Puffer
assured us with boundless enand we suspect opthusiasm
timism that they would soon be
bursting with assorted plant life
While we were there Mr Puffer
solicitously peered at the thermometer in the box clucked his
and then
teeth once or twice
brought his charges inside where
he covered the glass with other
packing cases and sheets of newspaper We sat fascinated It was
the first time that we had seen a
fleshan- dblood
horticulturist at
work though like everyone else
we had heard tales
We inquired after Mr Wende
but were told that he was in
Mansfield O doing research work
However if we dropped round tomorrow we could surely
catch
him
Meanwhile Mr Puffer had be
gun a lengthy monologue complaining about his boxes being
deeper that the correct depth

Hold Retreat
At Bexley
On Wednesday

March

treat for the students

13

a

Re-

of Bexley

Hall was conducted by the Rev
Fr Vivan A Peterson of St James
Church Cleveland The meditations
began Tuesday evening at 800
p m The first meditation was followed by the Office of Compline
at 1000 p m The devotions were
begun on Wednesday with a celebration of Holy Mass at 630 a m
in the Berley chapel A period of
meditation followed at 930 a m
Prayers for special intersections
were held at 1145 a m The after
noon devotions and meditations
vere held at 200 p m and 400
p m The Retreat exercises closed
with Evensong at 51d p m

Hoffman Offers
Record Service
Would you like to be sure your
invitation to the dance will be ac
cepted Then send your own voice
to the young lady and she will
not be able to resist
At least so
ays Hallock Hoffman
He is refenng to a new venture
at present under wav on the first
floor of Middle Leonard Recently
Mr Hoffman has acquired a re
corder with which it is possible
to radio programs
voices and
other records and with it he plans
to make records which can seve
as letters for anyone who can pay
the price a surprising price at
that 30 cents apiece for both
sides
1
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Kenyon Kronies No 6
Presenting himself with triple honors this week is Richard W Bouse Jr President
of Beta Theta Pi Presidet of
the Senior Class and newlyelected member of Phi Beta
Kappa Society In this triple
capacity Dick is most active
and is just completing a very
successful year in the former
Along the athletic line he has
not slacked being on the
championship swimming
team for the past three years
adding points consistently In
the Spring he cant keep off
the golf course and as a reward has received a place on
Already Rich is
the team
suspected of feigning trips to
the library and than surrepticiously driving away by
back roads to the course An
added reward for his athletic
endeavors has come in the
form of being an officer of the
Kenyon Klan and he even
made an attempt at the Singers for two years Strictly on
the Q T the primary worries Dick has it appears
come in his not being able to
decide on certain questions
One of these is in deciding
which of the bevy of Buffalo
beauties he should turn his
attentions to and secondly
whether it shall be Yale Law
School or Harvard Business
School in the coming years
Along with the Messrs Cless
and Watts he is one of the
three finest harmony singers
of the college and if this be
hard to believe turn an ear
to your window at four a m
some morning
than you
really wont
Added to his
numerous activities Dick is
proud of his membership in
the Ryebuck Society and the
Rod and Gun Club So this
week to that versitale gent
Dick Brousc we present the
weekly
Around the Town
Tmpty Four Roses Bottle
Award
ATHLETICS Following a
complete 24- hour vigil which
included welcoming breakfast
guests to the Commons from
the parapet of North Leonard

Discussin
Swing
Jim Charleton

The first of the really good records this week is by Tommy Dorsey called Milenberg Joys 26437
This particular disc has been complemented by every able critic in
the country and I wish to add my
own humble praise This record is
divided into two parts The first
side starts out very moderately
with some very brilliant solos accompanied by a very unique brass
background all the way through
Yank Lawson in particular plays
a very beautiful trumpet solo The
second side is a continuation of
the first side The record is all the
time building up to a terrific climax the arrangement is excellent
with Dorseys trombone adding his
fine solos
The second record is not so new
but it deserves mention from the
standpoint of drumming Cab Calloway and his Crecendo in Drums
5062
is the record in question
The drummer is Cozy Cole and he
really gets off some mean beats
and accents Other than the superior drumming
this disc is just
fair but if drums are your secret
passion buy it
Larry Clinton comes out with
a really
sock arrangement of
the oldie Limehouse Blues 26523
The strong feature of this record
is the magnificent alto sax solo
in the first two choruses Clinton
has a great ability to dress up
old tunes and present them differently and this record is a good
example
By far I think the best arrangement and scoring that Tommy Dorsey has done in a long
time is shown in his Lonesome
Road A- 26508
This record is
also divided into two parts This
piece is neither fast or slow just
the right tempo to dance to but
it also contains a lot of swing
This record amazed me from the
standpoint that there are so many
moods and parts to it It is really
a symphony in itself In the beginning Dorsey takes a brilliant
solo with
his usual sax background which is really solid It is

Hall Monday of this week
found Ryebuck Cless and
Prosser enjoying midaf- ternoon
life in Kenyons Coffee
Shop when in walked Mr Imel
Prosser
and Mr Ashford
cringed Said Mr Imel Cardown to
roll get the h
the baseball field Said Mr
yes Harvey get
Ashford
down there Said
the h
Okeh I
Ryebuck Prosser
Not many minutes latwill
er there was old Harvey down
on the diamond
KENYON DANCES Just
one weekend gone by since
scores of happy grads and
alumni joined each other at
the Cleveland Club in that
city Friday night reports
are the dance hall narrowly
escaped not being decorated
It seems that every worker
to report for decoration was
confronted with a bar just in
front of him and was prone
to forget the decorating
Wayne Borgess on the following night attempted to
run the blockade of the Dean
and the President while he
bore two glasses in his hands
what the answer was were
not sure
ALUMNI Mr Hugh MacLeish latest alumnus of Ken
yon College here in Gambler
was a guest on the Hill this
week of the Chi Chapter of
Delta Tau Delta
SPRING Just a few days
back it seems a Air W Ray
Ashford of this village went
for a canter through the sur
rounding countryside
in a
field not so far distant from
Gambier grazed two mares
who spied Rider Ashford and
his Mount Rex It seems the
mares cared not for the good
doctor but more for friend
Rex In the tustle the doctor
was thrown and Rex off for
god knows where
Mr George
VISITING
Parton of Washington and
Browns
Lee University
Friend was a guest on the
campus at the Sunset Club
at Mansfield and other spots
of unusual interest for several
days this past week
a reminder of Marie and his other
records of that type also a good
tenor solo is supplied in the first
part to add the finishing touches
The second side starts out with a
muted dixieland emsemble ad- lib
bing the melody and with good
solid rythmn is really unusual but
god Then comes a brass off beat
chorus with a sock- cymbal background which is hard to beat Af
ter a slow break in the tempo
there is a terrific climax to top
it all off with This record is real
ly a must every in sense of the
word

why yes pango
Now here is an interesting thing says Pango shaking the
magazine in my bewildered face Yes I say I suppose it js
Listen says Pango I have just finished reading about Ger
many Im listening I say what about it Just this about it
says Pango calming down the national income in Germany
has been increasing steadily since Hitler came to power s0
has the national debt been increasing in Germany I Say
casually Thats it says Pango the national income has in
creased the national debt has increased and yet people are
able to buy less than before Amazing I comment Devastat
remarKs t ago
in
Well I say what about it Doesnt that seem strange to
you asks Pango An increase in national income an increase
in national debt and a decrease in purchasing power of the
people I summarize sounds very logical
I suppose you know why it happens says Pango doubt
ing whether I can explain the situation Sure I admit calm
ly anybody knows that Suppose you explain it to me then
suggests Pango Im anxious to hear what you know about
it All right I will I say
I clear my throat and sit down It is like this I begin
The national income increases because of national expendi
tures and a close regulation of business and industry Money
is spent on public works armament and so forth Business
owners are so regulated that they have become merely
managers of their businesses and they have to follow thi
commands of the government Well I continue all this gov
ernment spent money has to come from some where so the
government increases taxation until the people can stand no
more taxation Then the government starts to borrow from
the banks and a few people who still have a little surplus
money And they have to lend money to the government oi
So I conclude
suffer certain reprovals or punishments
while the national income increases the people them
selves have less money to buy with All their money goes
to the government through taxation to support the government spending which raises the national income
Absolutely right exclaimed Pango amazed how do you
do it Nothing at all 1 say nothing at ail Now asks Pango
what is the significance of all this You mean I interrupt
what does this mean to the people Thats right says Pango
what does all this mean to the people They become poorer
and poorer I answer While the poor are given jobs and arc
able to feed themselves the wealthy become impoverish
ed until they also become poor
Very interesting says Pango then what will happen
It that program continues until all the wealthy are impover
ished I say everybody will be on the same economic level
everybody will be dependent upon the government for his
work his livelihood and his life Then what Pango goads
me on then 1 say who knows Perhaps there will be Communism in which the government owns everything peopli
work as they are told to by the government and they re
ceive what the government wants to give them
Do you think that is a good thing asks Pango Well I
say people will have work to do and they will have food to
eat but they will have no personal freedom of choice as to
what they think what they read how they entertain them
selves and as to what they work at Thats not so good
says Pango thoughtfully No I agree people prefer freedom
to that kind or security
If only every voter in the United States knew what you
know sighs Pango they could save themselves a lot of grief
What do you mean I ask Why says Pango the same thing
is happening here The national income has been increasing
and yet nobody seems to be making much
nobody seems
to be prosperous
Yes I say the other day I was talking to a man in the
securities business He said that even the best Companies
were struggling to make a decent living He said that whet
he asked business men and bankers how their business was
they all said it was lousy
Well says Pango I hope they realize what is going on
So do I I agree I like my freedom

Novelty of the Week Everyone
remembes that screwy arrange SPRING
AUTUMN
ment of the William Tell Overture
SUMMER
Col 35299
that was played at
Cases
Bottles
the movie some time ago This rec
Cans
ord is really a novelty in every Drewrys 6 bottles for
bottlesi
60c 6 cans for 65c
sense of the word When you stop Red Top 6
bottles for
60 c 6 cans for 65c
225 cast
to consider that Matty Malnecks
cast
6 bottles for
Pfeiffer
60c
225
band is small you can really ap Hudepohl 6
bottles
60c
for
225 ca
preciate all of the various effects
O
C
6
P
bottles
55c
220 cas
for
that he put into this piece
Old
6
German
bot for
50c
200 ca
Record of the Week Top honors
go to Charlie Barnet for his Tap Duquesne 6 bottles for
60c Budweiser 6 cans for 75c
pin at the Tappa This record is Berghoff
To
6 bottles for
60c Schlitz 6 cans for
slow with solid and pounding ry- Strohs
To
6 bottles for
75c Pabst 6 cans for
thm which Charlie is noted for
The first chorus is played by unAny season is the season for WINE
usin saxes stressing the melodv
Then there is a superb tenor sax
Prices include Tax
break played a only Barnet can CHOOSE YOUR
FAVORITE
FROM A FINE SELECTION
play it Then a muted trumpet
G
John
very weird back
Dorns Ohio Fifth 99c
soio witn a
Gal
175 Gal S3
ground which is both good and Taylors
55c
Pt
99c
Fifth
Gal
190 Gal Sunusual A very unique guitar sol 3Special
Garretts
American
Wine
85c
Fifth while they K
comes next and if you play the
guitar that is reason enough to
ouy tne record Alter this solo
Domestic
the band breaks back into the CHAMPAGNE
VERMOlT1
and
melody and then the ending which
Imported
Barnet really does up brown This
record is unusual from beginning
to eno and besides that it is a
42 proof liquor and cordials Mix
good example of modern swing
Special
Coca Cola 24 for 100
music
Announcement
Artie Shaw and Store open daily
his new thirty- one piece band rePHONE
lease the first of his new records 8 A M to 12 P M
this week From the build- up that
Shaw has been given these records
must be good He has added a
complete woodwind and string sec116 West High Street
tion to his other groups In any
MOUNT VERNCN OHIO
event these records will be unusual Artie Shaw says that they
Well Be Seem You
will show a new trend and step
in dance music we shall see what
we shall see
xx xxx
m wa
w
x
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KENYON

Solomon Delivers Bexley
post Easter Lectures

Tennis Team Looks
To Spring Season

Most of last years letter men
are back but so far it has been

Kenyon becomes the intercolle-

giate tennis capital of the nation
this summer when the Qual2
post1
annual
the
and
Easter lectures were again
On April
ifying Tournament of the Fourth
A Salomon visiting Professor
delivered by Dr Richard
of District is held on the local HardTru clay courts the week of June
Phurch History at Bexley The lectures were given at Col- 10 The
tourney has been held in
Theological
library
building
the
Epochs in The former years
hiirn Rail
in Chicago but KenDevelopment of Roman Canon Law was the title of the yon officials made a very deterlectures
two
were
delivered at 800 and mined and ultimately successful
cpries The first
on Monday April 1 Wives of the Seminary faci- bid for the meet
10- 00 p m
Although the finals of the Nality members served refreshments to those attending the tional Intercollegiate tournaments
Bishop
Leonard
Room
during
the
in
the intermis- will be held in Philadelphia the
lectures
C Roach Professor of Old Testament at Bexl- champion will probaby show his
2 Dr Corwin
on the local court as this
Preaching the Book of Numbers iswares
ev delivered a lecture
the spot at which the phenomgave
Salomon
Dr
his
Hall
two
concluding lec enal Jeep McNeill will qualify
in Colburn
for the finals Barring an unbeat 230 and 330 in the afternoon
lievable upset
McNeill should
Thpre were over thirty visitors
tko lar- tiivoo
many of whom were residents
visitors included
pomhier The visi
omhiPr
L Rt Rev Beverly D Tucker
Bihopof Ohio the Rev B B
romcr Lile Canon Missioner of
and clergymen from
diocese
1

i

who
nd

C

i

five

three
Ohio clergy
coicm
ui
JJiocese
Southern
from
two
Michigan
Michigan one from
Ohio one from
and one from LexiWest Virginia
ngton The Holy Eucharist was
the

from

celebrated for the visitors and the
students of Bexley at 630 a m
Tuesday by Canon Orville E Watson in St Marys Chapel
The patrons of the Lectures were
Mapes Wonders
the Rev Messrs
mold Ward and Lewis all Bexlwere
Contributions
ev alumni
Mr
also received from the Rev

of
Michigan
Lewis of
Carey

the Diocese of Western
and the Rev Glenn
the Diocese of Ohio

HEADLINES

and

SPORTS SCHEDULE

vr iyaa
The tournament will

Way To Victory

TENNIS
Apr 22 Capital Columbus
Apr 26 Denison Gambier
Apr 30 Wooster Wooster
May 3 U of Miami Gambier
May 6 Kent Gambier
May 17 Miami Gambier
May 18 Oberlin Oberlin
May 21 Miami Oxford
May 24 and 25 Conference at
Oberlin

be held the

Boxing Wrestling
Added To Sports
The intermural program of the
college has been extended to include boxing and wrestling These
sports have been absent from the
program because of lack of student interest Recently however it
became apparent that perhaps
these activitis could be revived so
under the supervision of Rudie
Kutler and the Intramural board
a boxing and wrestling tournament is being conducted Considering that this year is the first year
in which contests have been held
there is a great deal of student
interest with most of the divisions
entering several men in the con-

MILLERS
CUT RATE DRUGS
COSMETICS
SUNDRIES
CORNOR VINE

S

MAIN

STONES GRILL
Invites you to visit the

New Silver Kitchen
Cold Beer

tests

The athletic department is looking for more interest in the future
planning
and is enthusiastically
on enlarging
the program next
year by training more students in
the sports in the gymn classes In
this way in all weight classes and
that representitive champions in
each division can be crowned
It is also hoped that in another
year the facilities provided by thi
college can be improved Mat covers and a permanent punching bag
are sorely needed But these items
are expensive and only through
sufficient student interest will the
athletic department be able to pro
vide these planned improvements

Liquor

and Wine

week following commencement but
CO
McMILLIN
plans are being made by members
Ammunition
Guns
In the preliminaries of the cur of the student body to prolong
rent boxing tournament one of the Lneir year m order to rub elbows
Goods
Sporting
General
most interesting bouts was that with the tennis bigwigs of the
country
who will visit the campus
Mt Vernon
Detween Louie
110 S Main
the lion Treleven and Romping Rav Ioanes call m mat ume
ed so because of a certain type of
cioimng ne is reported to be currently wearing It was a brutal Baseball
BASEBALL
GEM LAUNDRY
battle throughout the entire fight
Apr 16- Oberlin Gambier
7 North Main Street
which lasted two terrific stanzas
Apr 20 Wittenberg
Springand ending in a most unusual Opens
Mt Vernon Ohio
field
fashion with the Romper as the
22
Apr
Capitol
Gambier
the varsity baseball
doubtful victor Here follows a
team
Apr 25 Otterbein Gambier
coached by Chuck Imel has been
blow by blow account
Apr 30 enison Gambier
out
for the past week and
At the bell the two goliathes working
May 4 Otterbein Westerville
WHY SEND YOUR LAUNDRY HOME
charged to the center of the ring a half in preparation for a tough
May 7 Denison Denison
schedule Emphasis has been put
Emiting a terrible grunt
the on batting which so
15
May
Capital
Columbus
WE OFFER
far has been
Lion uncorked a cracking left
May 18 Asland Ashland
which found nothing but space very weak and if the boys dont
21
May
Wooster
Gambier
PROFESSIONAL LAUNDRY SERVICE
start hitting they cant expect to
and left the
Lion
exhausted win many
games
jaiquiBQ
puBiqsy
a
practice
In
fZ
draped over the Rompers should
3 DAY SERVICE
ers
Ioanes stepped back and encounter with the freshmen last
Saturday
the
varsity
were
de
smote at Treleven Treleven stepGOLF
CALL FOR IT AND DELIVER IT
ped back and smote at Ioanes feated when they were held to onlv
a
few
20
base
Apr
hits
Miami
Oxford
The
infielding
has
They sparred evidently each deLOWEST PRICES
been very weak but is being
Apr 23 Kent Gambier
liberating They deliberated for also
mucn
26
Oberlin
Oberlin
Apr
improved
by
former
using
some twenty seconds Then Ioanes
Apr 30 Wooster Wooster
decided to begin and end his Blitz outfielders
Next Tuesday the team will play
May 3 Denison Gambier
kreig with one fatal punch He their
SOUTH LEONARD
game against Oberlin
May 6 Mt Vernon Mt Verwound up and fired a sizzelinsr It will first
be played on our own field
non
right which whistled by the Lion Not much
is known as to how good
May 8 enison Denison
and fizzled out behind his stomach Oberlin is but
BBEEEKgEEgEEggKgfeEEgEKgKRgBfe8ISgBKbEKEISEEBISlRBBEKPg
May 4 Kent Kent
Ray Ioanes is
The tension was terrific the air on the mound forif the
j3
g
Compliments of
KenMay 16 Woster Gambier
was electrified by the suspence yon has a good chance Lords
m
18
of winning
May
Gambier
Miami
Who would land the fatal blow
May 24- 25 Conference at To- El
BANK
W
In fact who would land the first
ledo
blow
Ioanes brushed back his
jH
Gambier Ohio
gi
flowing hair Treleven licked his
Dr J L Koch
jj
chops and prepared for his offen
Member of Federal Deposits Insurance Corporation
Its Economy to use the Best ElEEEE E EEEEEEE E h E E EE E EE ESSE EEE E EEE EEE EEEEMEEEEEEEP
lve Lowering his head and rolling
forward with tremendous velocity
Osteopath
tossing punches as he came he
Western Window Shades
landed the first blow on Rays furry chest Ioanes stood his ground
Sherwin- Williams Paint
taking each punch with less and
YOU CAN ALWAYS
less vigor Finally his patience
It Armstrongs linoleum
exhausted he struck back In fact THE JACOBS SHOE
DO BETTER
he struck back several times The
Brigos Wallpaper
bell sounded back ending round
SHOP
REPAIR
one The Lion claimed the round
AND
because he landed the first punch
The Frank E Kirby Co
Both gladiators charged from
Service
Station
Sohio
AT
their corners at the beginning of
the second round intent on floor
KNOX COUNTYS GREATEST STORE
ing his opponent Each with head
lowered like a charging bull and
swinging leathered fists in wind
mill fashion charged past the other
and ended his charge against the
ropes intent on breaking through
CO
THE
failing in this purpose the two
grim faced warriors turned in
tent on at least ending the fight
MT VERNON OHIO
COME IN AND HEAR
with some semblance of a battle
ARTIE SHAW
The Romper cowering like a
cornered bull charged across the
AND HIS NEW 31 PIECE BAND
ring only to run athwart Clipper
Treleven under full sail heading
KNECHT- FEENEY ELEC CO
for port The impact was tremen
Mount Vernon Ohi
6 South Main St
dous Treleven reeled in his sails
and lowered anchor with bow and
swelling dangerously by streaming
and somewhat dazed wandered ilKElsllElEllEEiaiEisiii
la
aimlessly about the ring looking
for his stall Thus ended the main
If
event with Treleven defeated
the word could be used screaming
I was robbed and Ioanes sorry the
BARBER SHOP
best rompered man had won

Season

Tuesday

Lormor Straus

BYLINES
FRED BARRY
A king is crowned Middle Leonards great ballclub defeated South
Hanna to take the title won last
year by Middle Kenyon Paul Herrick led the victors in one of the
finest played games of the season
13 points to top
as he garnered
the scoring in the 27- 24
tussle
This is far from the 72- 18 debacle in the finals last year
Leonard Hall swept everything in
the intramural
basketball circles
as South Leonard
led by Lehrer
won the Class B crown by defeating North Hanna led by Schuller
by the count of 13- 8
A golf
match has been booked with Akron U to be held on the home
course on May 21 Though nothing
definite has been done about it
Chuck Lord last years pilot will

probably be at the helm of the
Lord golf brigade again this seas-

on

the new men who have been doing
the best work and it looks like
they are going to be relied upon
the most
The freshmen team has very
good prospects It was organized
this year for the first time and
about twenty- five men reported
for practice There are some very
promising hitters several good
pitchers
and some outstanding
fielders on the freshmen squad A
schedule has been made up for
them whereby they will play the
varsity at least once a week and
also about one game a week with
teams from Mount Vernon
The varsity schedule is

breeze the championship
which
slipped his grasp in the summer

Ioanes Batters

Page Three

COLLEGIAN

Coach Hafeli

has been
backfield drill ever
vacation ended
Finals
or
the Boxing
and Wrestling
tournies will be held this week If
they are anything
like the pre
liminaries they will be worth anv
ones time to be present at the
ringside in Rosse Hall
The
high school
track
in Vernon has
been obtained
for two matches in
this spring
schedule
The Lord
mermen finished in sixth place in
national meet held in Yale dur
ing vacation
Although Capt Bill
urn was tne only point- maker
Loach Chuck Imel
was immeasur
y pieased with
the perform
s proteges
l
r
A new
uiamural rule that ail nwrc tcx r
Mty track
men to play softball
and varsity
baseball men to participate in intramural track was
mea last week by
the intramural rules
ocicials
CaDt
IserinitelyandoutCavender appear to be
of all track compe
although chances are very
Michels participa
tin
A game with a Mount
Ve
hon nmata
Iwiik
uulul is on ine
r the freshmen
baseball
ext
ilav n
Saturday or Suny
Loach Imel considers this to
the finest fuzzy nlnes
that ne
has seen during his coachlng

holding spring
since
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Candy Shop

Restaurant
Soda Grill
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Plate Lunch
UNDER
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THE ALCOVE
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Jammarons
Dry Cleaning
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Exide Batteries
Goodyear Tires
Products
Petroleum
Gulf
Complete Service
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Repairing
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Phone 1122
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SHELL PRODUCTS

Surprising

Lj

in its delicious
in its genuine old- time smack and
flavor
Berghoff is brewed today the same as
it was more than fifty years ago the slow oldone
fashioned way For a pleasant surprise
that youll want to repeat again and again ask
for Berghoff Beer
goodneM

BERGHOFF BREWING CORPORATION

Owned and Operated by

The College Shop

v4

DAVY TIRE CO
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ITS SPRING

THATS THE WORD
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Students Free Others

Be Sure To See

Physics Meeting
Continued from Page One
The principal speaker of the day
Mr Paul D Foote of the Gulf
Research and Developing Company then presented a most interesting lecture on Gasoline He
pointed out that the refining of
petroleum tocay is a highly specprocess
ialized and complicated
for the requirements of the fuel
for a modern automobile are severe and exacting The average
person will be surprised to know
that because of this fact and the
heavy taxes on the industry that
the net profit per gallon is only
one cent Mr Foote went on to
explain the modern problem of the
This sound is
knock
engine
caused by an improper action taking place in the combustion
chamber in front of the flame and
causing a rapid pressure rise This
acceleration foms pressure waves
knock
poducing the audible
which causes a loss of engine
power as high as ten per cent
This problem is being met by the
introduction o f tetra- ethyl lead
into gasoline as an anti- knock
Foot also remarked
asrent Mr
about the construction of the mod
ern automobile engine which pos
sesses such a high combustion ra
tio that a loss of efficiency is pro
duced
At the conclusion of Mr Footes
paper the Society adjourned for
lunch in the Commons returning
to Mather Hall for the afternoon
session at two oclock after a short
business meeting
The initial speaker of this seccond half of the program was H
P Knauss of the Mendenhall Lab
oratory of Ohio State U He pre
sented his notes on the history of
the Society which are being pre
pa rod for publication
Mi E C Gregg of the Case
School of Applied Science
then
lectured on Uutrsonic Absorption
He advanced the theory that if a
sound wave and a light wave of
the same frequency met at right
they would absorb each
angles
other His material was received
with enthusiasm by the audience
and numerous questions were ask
ed

Following two Research Fellows
from Ohio State U J C Kehoe
lecturing on Photographic Analy
ss of Spectacle Adjustments and
VV
H
Hofstetter speaking on
Physiological Factors in the Ad
justment of the Eye to an Optical
Instrument was L W Taylor of
Oberlin Mr Taylor presented two
ve- y pertinent suggestions toward
better laboratory instruction He
advanced ideas tending to elimm
ate audience diversion during a
spn employing a ianterUslider
and a method involving better interlocking of asignments between
laboratory and lecture room
Mr C E Howe also of Oberlin
then demonstrated current modu
lation employing a rectifier and a
cathode ray oscillograph
After Mr F P Dickey the third
representative of the Mendenhall
Laboratory on the program had
spoken on
The Permability of
Iron Wires At Radio Frequency
the audience heard from Dr W
M
Powell of Kenyon who discussed his cloud chamber
Dr
Powell whose aim is the study of
behavior and penetrating power of
cosmic rays has built himself one
of the largest machines in the
United States He related that he
had perfected a warning bell to
inform him when an experiment
was completed thus permitting
him to concentrate his attention
elsewhere
The final speaker of the day
was A R Olpin of the Research
Foundation of Ohio State U who
discussed The Place of the Physicist in Industry
The assembly was then dismissed and most of those present adjourned at the invitation of Dr
Powell to examine his cosmic ray
machine
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two packs at a time

These three qualities MILDNESS COOLNESS TASTE
are the sum and substance of real smoking pleasure
You enjoy all three in Chesterfields right combination of the worlds best cigarette tobaccos

Met Draws Crowds
To Cleveland

At over

a million places where cigarettes
are sold you can see these clean white Chesterfield packages going into more pockets
and more handbags every day All over the
country smokers are finding out you cant buy
a better cigarette

Jedersen

Mile Curie To

Speak in Cleveland

J

jgr

Mops Brooms Floor Polish

Ulrick Davis Visits

11

G R SMITH

Mr

Ulrick Davis who is the
Literary Critic of the Cleveland
Plain Dealer visited the college on
Sunday April 7 with Mrs Davis
md their daughter Mr Davis had
dinner at the High Table with
Dr Chalmers and several members

CopyriRht

Liggett

HARDWARE

MEET BEFORE

and
AFTER THE SHOW AT
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Todays

Tobacco Co

DEFINITELY MILDER

R V Headington
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Barres Bowling
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Alleys

Super Service Station

BOWLING

Dependable Products
Reliable Service

YOUR BEST EXERCISE AND
El

ENTERTAINMENT

SMITHS DINER
Formerly Horton
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Corner Vine
Mulberry Streets
Phone 907 M

Pleasant Companionship

Mt Vernon

an appetizing snack
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PITKINS
PROVISION

WIEDEMANS

STORE

FINE BEER

THE BEST IN FOODS
133-

WNE
FOOD

to top it off

137 South Main Street
Mt Vernon Ohio

You Will Enjoy It
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Small City Stores

Ohio
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Saturday and Sunday Nights

i

SHORT ORDERS

DINNERS

and a bottle of

ENTERTAINMENT

APPOINTMENT

Smoking Better- Tasting Cigarette

Cooler-

FINE LUNCHES
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THE SUNSET CLUB

Steak

t
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COMPANY

And Your Friends At

Chicken

3
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Meet Your Class Mates

DANCE

because

Chesterfield is todays definitely milder
cooler- smoking better- tasting cigarette
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BEER

8 oclock Wednesday April

A Comedy by Ben Jonson
Collegian staff including
ElMessrs Berno Vanlissingen
McCleary with whom he
and
der
Continued from Page Two
discussed the problems of a colithrcp inches about the temper lege newspaper Mr Bowman who
ature about the AAA As quietly was recently elected the President
slumming of the Ohio Associated tress Edia
nnssih e we lett
over what seemed to be an incu tors was also visiting the Hill
bator He didnt seem to notice
joined those at the dinner
we idly and
k wp ambled homeward
Puf
Mr
to
whether
as
speculated
fpr ideas were purely horucuaur
Eastman Travels
al or whether they were tempered
with the thought that with the ad To Columbus
dition of small quantities of french Cincinnati
dressing he has the maKings 01
Continued from Page One
bakery fare for
vpi- v acceptable
those hot spring evenings It didnt were at the Tudor Arms Hotel
seem to matter mucn tnougn ana until recently the Cleveland Club
we soon turned to the more pro- decorating for the alumni dance
ductive speculation as to whether the following night Dean Hoag
the Red Sox could beat the Yanks and Reg Wells president of the
this year It all depends on Groves Cleveland alumni association were
present at this gathering
arm we decided
Mr Eastman feels that personal contact work of this sort is the
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